
Lessons from Voice Alternations in Hiaki: Scope, Morphosyntax and the Mirror 
Principle 

I will consider the issues raised for the morphosyntactic interface by data from Hiaki, an 
agglutinating Uto-Aztecan language with extensive and productive derivational verbal 
morphology. Unlike in Bantu languages, Hiaki argument-structure morphology is not 
constrained by morphophonological templatic restrictions, so morpheme order and morpheme 
scope, and the conconmitant effects on syntactic argument structure, can be investigated in 
considerable detail. I will show that Hiaki provides the confirming case concerning the 
interaction of applicative and causative first predicted by Baker in his 1988 paper on the 
Mirror Principle. Morpheme order and scope is the inverse of the order and scope of the 
introduced arguments associated with each morpheme, which poses a significant puzzle for 
any compositional theory of derivational verbal morphology. I show that within a 
syntacticocentric framework, the data point to two conclusions: 

Causative morphemes do not themselves introduce the external arguments that their 
semantics requires. Rather, external arguments are introduced as the specifiers of an 
independent, higher Voice projection. 

The importance of dissociating causative morphology from the external arguments it 
introduces is underlied by further facts of Hiaki morphosyntax: the stacking passive 
morphology applied to causative forms, and the existence of a ‘faire-par’-type causative 
morpheme, which embeds a crucially external-argumentless embedded clause – which can 
itself be causative. 

Other facts about Hiaki passives are then presented which indicate that in Hiaki, at least, all 
arguments which ultimately become subjects, both external and internal, must pass through 
the specifier of active VoiceP. Passive VoiceP or the Hiaki FP causative can eliminate the 
external argument of any verb with a [+human] subject, even unaccusative ones, which 
indicates VoiceP is involved in licensing subjects generally in that language, not just in base-
generating external arguments. 

Finally I conclude with some discussion of the implications of the analysis for other more 
well-trodden paths of Voice morphology, in particular, the reflexive anticausative clitics of 
Romance languages. 

 


